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Abstract 

The success of heavy-ion fusion depends 
critically on the ability to focus heavy-ion beams to 
millimeter-size spots: Third-order geometric 
aberrations caused by fringe fields of the final 
focusing quadrupoles -can significantly distort the 
focal spot size calculated by first-order theory. We 
present a method to calculate the locations and 
strengths of the octopoles that are needed to correct 
these aberrations. Calculation indicates that the 
strengths of the octopoles are substantially less than 
that of the final focusing quadrupoles. 

Introduction 

The ability to focus high-current, e.g. kA, 
heavy-ion beams to millimeter-size spots is critical 
to the success of heavy-ion fusion (HIF). However, the 
focal spot size predicted by first-order theory is 
substantially distorted by third-order geometric 
aberrations caused by fringe fields of the final 
focusing quadrupoles. Various authors attempted to 
correct these aberrations, for beams with and without 
significant space charge, by octopole magnets.'-' 
However, to our knowledge, no rigorous presentation on 
how to calculate the appropriate locations and 
strengths of the octopoles for high-current beams has 
appeared so far. In this paper, we show, to a very 
good approximation, that in calculating the locations 
and strengths of the octopoles for high-current beams, 
the third-order contributions from space-charge force 
can be neglected. Thus, the procedure becomes almost 
identical to the treatment for low-current beams 
exceot that the data from the first-order beam line 
calculation including the space charge are used to 
calculate the third-order correction. Calculations 
indicate that the required octopole pole-tip field 
strength is very small, e.g. a few percent of the 
strength of the final quadrupoles. 

Calculation of Third-Order Geometric Aberrations 

To calculate the effect of space charge 
forces, it is important to note that if the initial 
beam profile in the FODO transport is essentiallv 
uniform, it remains essentially uniform both during 
its radial exoansion phase and after it enters the 
final focusing lens system. This is because the ratio 
of the space charge force to the thermal force is 
large in the transport system, and this ratio becomes 
even more pronounced during the radial expansion. Note 
that for intensely-charged beams, even if the initial 
nrofile is nonuniform, it has a tendency to become 
I- 

uniform after radial expansion.8 Thus, to a good 
aooroximation. the radial electric field is line"r 
The single particle equation of motion that includes 
expansion of quadrupole fields to third order, in the 
x direction, then has the form7$9 
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X" + (k-ksx)x = C(-;k+kSx)xy'2 + kx'yy' 

+ k'xyy' + a k"xy'] + [-(;k+ksx)xx" 

1 + 12 k"x31 , (1) 

where k = qB/amv, a is the bore radius, q is the 
charge of the particle, k,,x is the linear space 
charge force per unit mass in the x direction, and the 
primed quantities are the derivatives of these 
quantities w.r.t. the longitudinal coordinate s. To 
obtain the equation in the y direction, simply 
exchange x for y, k for -k, and ksx for ksy. 

Assume the solution to the first-order 
particle equation of motion has the form 

x = cxwxo + sxwx; 

y = Cy(s)y, + sy(s)yI, 

where the quantities with subscript zero are the 
particle initial conditions at the exit of the FODO 
transport system. The particles that stay close to the 
beam edqe are those which start near the beam edge and 
with x;-- y' = 0. 

So?ution to Eq. (1) with the above initial 
conditions and first order solution in the form of 
Eq. (2) is 

sF 
X(SF) = Sx(sF) S {W;k + k,,) C; C;' 

so 

+ k C,C;C,C;, + ; k'C;CyC; 

- ; k'C,C;C;l xOy; + (-$ kC:C;' 

- j k'C;C; + ksxC;C;2) x; ) ds , (3) 

where so and SF represent the locations at the 
exit of the FODO system and at the focal spot, 
respectively. 

As a numerical example, we choose a beam 
consisting of ions with atomic number 210 and charge 
state +2. The electrical current is 3 kA and the 
emittance is 2x10-5m rad. The focal spot radius 
is 3mm and the beam line configuration is shown in 
Fig. 1. The first order beam line is designed using 
the envelope code TRACE. Note that in designing the 
beam line. we tried to keep the total length as short 
as possibie. This is becau.se, otherwise, the beam can 
expand in the longitudinal directions and chromatic 
aberrations will be induced. We assume that the 
magnetic potential at the ends of each quadrupole fall 
linearly to zero over a distance of 50 cm. If the size 
of the beam cross section at the exit of the FODO 
system is 2.37 cm and 1.33 cm in the x and y directions 
respectively, it can be shown from Eq. (1) that the 
maximum aberration experienced by a particle starting 
at the beam edge with no initial transverse motion is 
about 11.4mm at the focal spot. Thus, the third-order 
aberration is a serious effect. 
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Octooole Correction 

In calculating the aberration using Eq. (3), 
we notice that the answer is changed by no more than a 
few percent if we leave out the contributions due to 
space-charge effect, e.gchatrcg',"s with .ksx: Thus, the 
effect of the space contrlbutlon to the 
aberration can be ignored in calculating the locations 
and strengths of the octopoles that are needed to 
correct this aberration. Consequently, we can follow 
the method of Fenster2 to calculate the locations 
and strengths of the octopoles. The constraints on 
the calculation are: 1) we want to minimize the 
strengths of the octopoles; 2) the strengths of the 
octopoles should not be too different from each other 
in order to minimize the sensitivity of the final spot 
size to envelope fluctuations. 

We find that the dominate aberrations can be 
corrected by placing six octopoles at locations shown 
in Fig. 1. The pole-tip strengths of these octopoles 
are: S = 
0.14T.l 

-S = -O.lOT, S = -S = O.llT, and S = -S = 
The<e strengths 3are between two an8 thr&ee 

percent of the final quadrupoles. It is also 
interesting to note that using two octopoles with 
strengths about twice that of the octopoles just 
quoted, up to about 90% of the aberration of the 
extreme particles can be suppressed. We are now 
performing fully self-consistent particle simulations 
to investigate the degree that the octopoles with 
strengths obtained from single particle equations of 
motion can correct beams with realistic distributions, 
e.g. semi-Gaussian. 
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the final focusing section for charge state t2 beam with 3 kA and atomic number 210. 
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